Generations of the Shoah International Newsletter
April 2022

Dear Members and Friends,

As Yom Hashoah V’Hagvurah approaches we again ask that you donate to the Jewish social service agency of your choice and earmark the donation to help aging Holocaust survivors in need. Or contribute to the Holocaust museum / memorial of your choice. If you feel well-served by GSI, please pass it forward.

Our heartfelt thanks to all those who work tirelessly all year long, not just for annual commemorations, to preserve and protect the history and legacy of the Shoah. Please know the intergenerational Holocaust survivor community appreciates what you do.

Thank you, and be well,
Generations of the Shoah International (GSI)

Membership in our interactive leadership listserv is open to leaders / representatives of landsmanschaften and other Holocaust-related groups. If your local survivor, second generation or third generation group has not yet delegated a representative to join the GSI interactive online discussion / listserv group, please join us now. We already have dozens of members throughout the USA and in other countries. This global interactive listserv is the fastest way to reach the survivor and their descendants’ communities: genshoah@gmail.com.

The form for event submissions may be found at: www.genshoah.org/contact_gsi.html. Please fill out the information requested in the text areas and submit it to us at genshoah@gmail.com. You must send us your information no later than the 23rd of the month if you wish it to appear in the upcoming (next) month’s issue.

To search the newsletter by geographic area: Search by country for programs outside the USA or use the city and / or state abbreviations for those areas in the USA.

All times listed below are local unless otherwise stated.

Visit our GSI website at www.genshoah.org for updated information on new books, films, helpful links to Holocaust-related organizations and institutions, and more. Survivors, their children, grandchildren, and great-grandchildren are welcome to post contact information for their local groups on our website.


**GSI** has an “open” Facebook group that anyone can join and invite others to join. Feel free to introduce yourself to your brothers and sisters in the survivor and descendants’ community and communicate directly with them without having to be cleared by a third party. Use the Facebook group to find old friends and relatives. Join us and meet new friends. Our page is visible to Facebook members at [www.facebook.com/groups/genshoah/](http://www.facebook.com/groups/genshoah/). Joining Facebook is free and easy: [www.facebook.com](http://www.facebook.com).

**ANNOUNCEMENTS**

It is not too late to apply to the [Claims Conference](https://www.claimscon.org) (CC). If you know of any survivors who have not received compensation recently, have not submitted a form to the CC, or may not be aware of payment through CC, please email at [HFSoutreach@claimscon.org](mailto:HFSoutreach@claimscon.org). If further assistance or a translator is needed, call (646) 536-9157.

On April 19, 2022, the [Polin Museum](https://www.polin.pl) (Museum of the History of Polish Jews) in Warsaw is hosting [The Warsaw Ghetto Uprising Campaign](https://www.polin.pl/en/eng/world-war-ii-and-the-jewish-state/79-years-of-the-warsaw-ghetto-uprising), an international, online commemoration and educational event to honor the Warsaw Ghetto Uprising. All are invited to post a selfie in honor of those heroic individuals who rose up against the Nazis 79 years ago. For more information: Mseidler@polin.pl.

[USC Shoah Foundation](https:// ShoahFoundation.org) and [Zikaron BaSalon](https://www.zikaronsalon.org) invite you to host a Holocaust remembrance program, virtually or in your home, featuring survivor testimony during the week of Yom Hashoah (April 24 – May 1). For more information: [USC Shoah Foundation & Zikaron BaSalon/Bringing Testimony Home](https://www.shoahfoundation.org/about-us/education/bringing-testimony-home).

**CONFERENCES**

**The 2022 Arthur and Rochelle Belfer National Conference for Educators**  
June 27 – 29, 2022  
Free virtual sessions. US Holocaust Memorial Museum, Washington, DC

**Eastern European Displaced Persons, Refugees, and POWs during and after the Holocaust**  
September 5 – 9, 2022  
Riga, Latvia

Complete the application form at [https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSfhhWkI07IAgX9p3q_BAPJ0hjJAT2uUv_FNyQJnsslIRqv4flw/viewform?usp=sf_link](https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSfhhWkI07IAgX9p3q_BAPJ0hjJAT2uUv_FNyQJnsslIRqv4flw/viewform?usp=sf_link)

**UPCOMING WORKSHOPS & SEMINARS**

**Holocaust Education and Antisemitism: Teaching for Today’s Classroom**  
April 3, 2022  9:00 am – 5:15 pm ET  
Liberation75 Virtual Teacher Professional Development Grades 4 - 12
Annual Symposium on the Holocaust and Genocide
April 4 – 8, 2022
Vanier College, Montreal, Quebec, Canada

Teaching the Holocaust by Inquiry
April 5, 2022    3:00 pm ET
Echoes & Reflections

Free Online Holocaust Education Workshop
April 6, 2022    4:00 pm ET
Gratz College, Melrose Park, PA
Download Flyer   Register Here

Analyzing Propaganda and Teaching Media Literacy
April 9, 2022    9:00 am
Scottsdale Community College, 9000 E. Chaparral Rd, Scottsdale, AZ

The Warsaw Ghetto Uprising
April 12, 2022   3:00 pm ET
Echoes & Reflections

The “Final Solution” in the East & West
April 20, 2022   4:00 pm ET
Echoes & Reflections

The Abuse & Trivialization of Holocaust Memory
April 26, 2022   3:00 pm ET
Echoes & Reflections

Teaching in Troubled Times: An Interdisciplinary Inquiry into Teaching about the Holocaust and Human Rights
July 5 -16, 2022
The Olga Lengyel Institute (TOLI), New York, NY

The Dangers Facing Helpers and Hiders of Jews: Legal and Social Aspects, During and After the Shoah
July 11 – 14, 2022
Yad Vashem, Jerusalem, Israel
Teaching Holocaust and Human Behavior
July 18 – 21, 2022
Facing History and Ourselves, Brookline, MA

Photography and Film During and After the Holocaust
July 23 – 28, 2022
Appalachian State University (in-person programs, but virtual access available)
Scholarship application

Contradictory Sources:
Specific Problems of the Holocaust in the Soviet Union
July 31 – August 4, 2022
Yad Vashem, Jerusalem, Israel

The 1st Annual Holocaust Teachers of America Symposium
Zachor Shoah: Holocaust & Human Rights Education for the 21st Century
September 9 – 11, 2022
Atlanta, GA

The Post-War Period as Reflected Through Art
October 25 – 26, 2022
Yad Vashem, Jerusalem, Israel
For more: zborowski.center@yadvashem.org.il

UPCOMING EVENTS

Now – April 17, 2022— Hayden Library, Arizona State University, Tempe, AZ
Exhibition: Holocaust By Bullets 10 Years of Investigation presents the results of Yahad-In Unum’s research in Eastern Europe.

Now – April 28, 2022—Horowitz Center, Howard Community College, Columbia, MD
Creative Quest: Art from the Holocaust's Second Generation. While not experiencing the Holocaust firsthand, children of survivors are nonetheless profoundly affected by it. The seven artists in this exhibit are children of Holocaust survivors.

Now – April 29, 2022—Armand Miller Library, Saint Urbain-Premier, Quebec, Canada
Tell me a Story!: Youth Literature and the Holocaust Exhibit introduces the history of the Holocaust and the Second World War to children eight years and older.

Now – May 1, 2022—Fletcher Free Library, 235 College St., Burlington, VT
Simon Wiesenthal Center traveling exhibit The Courage to Remember.

Now – May 5, 2022—Museum of the Holocaust, Buenos Aires, Argentina
Exhibit: Mujeres Resistentes: women who resisted the Nazis
Now – May 6, 2022—University Libraries, Virginia Tech, Blacksburg, VA
Marshalltown Public Library, Marshalltown, IA
Bismarck Veterans Memorial Public Library, Bismarck, ND
US Holocaust Memorial Museum traveling exhibition Americans and the Holocaust

Now—May 2022—Kupferberg Holocaust Center, Queens, NY
Exhibit: The Concentration Camps: Inside the Nazi System of Incarceration and Genocide. This new, original exhibition surveys the scope and brutality of the Nazi system of incarceration and genocide, underscoring the horrific consequences of intolerance, racism, & authoritarianism.

Now—May 2022—Northwest Reno Library, 2325 Robb Drive, Reno, NV
Exhibit: How Did You Survive? 50 Holocaust survivors from different countries and with different experiences are featured in this exhibit. For more: 775-787-4100.

Now – June 26, 2022—Minneapolis Institute of Art, Minneapolis, MN
Exhibit Envisioning Evil: “The Nazi Drawings” by Mauricio Lasansky

Now – August 2022—Chula Vista Heritage Museum, Chula Vista, CA
Exhibit: RUTH: Remember Us the Holocaust

Now – November 6, 2022—Museum of Jewish Heritage, New York, NY
Exhibit: Boris Lurie: Nothing To Do But To Try. The exhibition of this Holocaust survivor’s art presents a portrait of an artist reckoning with devastating trauma, haunting memories, and an elusive, lifelong quest for freedom.

April 1, 2022, 12:00 noon ET—Center for the Study of the Holocaust, Genocide and Crimes Against Humanity, New York, NY
Ukrainian Scholars on War, Genocide, and the Holocaust

April 3, 2022, 10:00 pm PT—Jewish Culture & Holocaust Remembrance Group, Carlsbad, CA
Yom Hashoah Commemorative Program: Voices of Terezin with survivor Jackie Young

April 3, 2022, 2:00 PM ET—Ghetto Fighters’ House, Western Galilee, Israel
Talking Memory: Survival on the Margins – Polish Jewish Refugees in the Wartime Soviet Union

April 3, 2022, 6:00 pm CT—Pelz Holocaust Education Resource Center, Milwaukee, WI
Sneak peek of a documentary in progress and discussion with Sobibor Documentation Project filmmaker Gary Hochman.

April 3, 2022, 6:30 pm CT—Illinois Holocaust Museum & Education Center, Skokie, IL
The Rabbi of Buchenwald – A Conversation with Rabbi Jacob J. Schacter and Dr. Rafael Medoff
April 4 – 9, 2022—Memorial Union Alumni Lounge and Arizona Ballroom, Arizona State University, Tempe Campus, Tempe, AZ

Rosenbluth Family Charitable Foundation Genocide Awareness Week
Various events in person and online. For more information: rebunnin@mainex1.asu.edu.

April 4, 2022, 7:00 pm MT—ASU, Memorial Union, 301 East Orange St., Tempe, AZ

Holocaust by Bullets keynote address by Father Patrick Desbois.
For more information: SherylBronkesh.PHA@gmail.com

April 5, 2022, 7:30 pm ET—Museum of Jewish Heritage, New York, NY

Stories Survive with Holocaust survivor Ann Kliger Axelrod

April 6, 2022, 9:30 am ET—US Holocaust Memorial Museum, Washington, DC


April 6, 2022, 4:00 pm GMT—Association of Jewish Refugees (AJR), London, UK

Historian Tibor Frank will be talking about his book Double Exile: Migrations of Jewish-Hungarian Professionals through Germany to the United States 1919 – 1945. Email agnes@ajr.org.uk for the Zoom link.

April 6, 2022, 4:00 pm PR—Holocaust Museum LA, Los Angeles, CA

Online program: After: Poetry and the Holocaust

April 6, 2022, 7:00 pm ET—Holocaust & Human Rights Education Center, White Plains, NY

Memory Keepers Story Hour: Noa Ganz and Sam Pittman, Generations Forward

April 7, 2022, 12:00 noon ET—YIVO, New York, NY

Book talk: Hope is Stronger than Life: The Vilna Ghetto Diary of Zelig Kalmanovich on Zoom. Registration required.

April 7, 2022, 3:00 pm ET—Classrooms Without Borders, Pittsburgh, PA

Back in Berlin Post Film Discussion with Bobby Lax, Director, and Dr. Natalia Aleksiun

April 7, 2022, 3:30 pm ET—Holocaust Documentation & Education Center, Dania Beach, FL

Online Meet the Author series: Effy Pfeffermann’s Never Give Up: He and his family survived World War II and emigrated to Israel.

April 7, 2022, 6:00 pm CT—Holocaust Museum Houston, Houston, TX

Holocaust Survivors’ Stories: The Amazing Journey of Linda and Morris I. Penn and Riva Kremer tracing the family history.

April 10, 2022, 10:00 a, ET—Temple Shalom, Naples, FL

Community Yom Hashoah Commemoration livestreamed. For more: 239-455-3030; info@naplestemple.org

April 10, 2022, 10:00 pm PT—Jewish Culture & Holocaust Remembrance Group, Carlsbad, CA

The Meaning of Legacy with Miriam Friedman Morris and Prof. Hank Greenspan
April 10, 2022, 1:00 pm ET—World Federation of Jewish Child Survivors of the Holocaust and Descendants, Burlington, MA
**Drawing on the Past to Meet the Crises of Our Present** with Helen Epstein

April 10, 2022, 2:00 pm ET—Huntington Public Library, Huntington, NY
**Mischlinge Exposé** featuring Carolyn Enger

April 10, 2022, 2:00 pm ET—Museum of Jewish Heritage, New York, NY
**Stories Survive** with Holocaust survivor Solomon Kofinas

April 12 - November 30, 2022—Center for Jewish History, New York, NY
Theresienstadt Exhibition: **Last Stop Before the Last Stop**

April 12, 2022, 4:00 pm ET—Kupferberg Holocaust Center, CUNY, New York, NY
**The Visual Archive: Documenting the Holocaust and Genocide Through Photography**

April 12, 2022, 5:30 pm ET—Center for Jewish History, New York, NY
In person program: **Theresienstadt Exhibition Opening** featuring survivor Zuzana Justman

April 12, 2022, 6:30 pm ET—Fletcher Free Library, 235 College St, Burlington, VT
**Honoring Lives Lost and Stories of Survival: Tales of an Accidental Historian: What My Mother Didn’t Know about Her Own Holocaust Survival** with author K. Heidi Fishman

April 13, 2022, 7:00 pm ET—Keene State College, Keene, NH
**Love, Lies, & Justice: From East West Street to The Ratline** with Philippe Sands.
Register to attend in person or online.

April 13, 2022, 7:30 pm ET—Fletcher Free Library, 235 College St, Burlington, VT
**Our Will to Live – A Message from Terezin**, with Terezin scholar Mark Ludwig

April 14 - May 8, 2022—Museum of Jewish Heritage, New York, NY
National Yiddish Theater (Folksbiene) performances of **Harmony: A New Musical** by Barry Manilow & Bruce Sussman: the true story of the Comedian Harmonists, six talented young men, Jewish and gentile, who came together in 1920s Germany and took the world by storm with their blend of sophisticated close harmonies and uproarious stage antics.
Previews now - April 13, 2022.

April 14, 2022, 1:00 pm ET—YIVO, New York, NY
**Modernism in the Ghetto: Propaganda in the Graphic Design of Documents Produced by the Lodz Judenrat**

April 18, 2022, 6:00 pm ET—Kupferberg Holocaust Center At Queensborough Community College-CUNY, Bayside, NY
**What They Left Behind: Preservation of Holocaust Memory Today.** Discussion about how institutions and scholars are finding new ways to preserve and document Holocaust memory. The event includes a screening of the new documentary film, **Preserving the Holocaust** (3Generations), and a presentation by Hannah Wilson, PhD candidate at the Department of History, Nottingham Trent University, about how artifacts convey memory.
April 19, 2022, 10:00 am ET—Raritan Valley Community College, Branchburg, NJ
Yom Hashoah Commemoration and Remembrance with Maud Dahme. This program is on the actual date of liberation for Maud Dahme, a Holocaust Survivor from The Netherlands. Hear her remembrances of liberation and joy upon seeing the Canadian troops on this significant day.

April 20, 2022, 7:00 pm CT—World Without Genocide, St. Paul, MN
Robert Wittman – The FBI’s ‘Real Indiana Jones’ and Recovering a Lost Nazi Diary.

April 20, 2022, 8:00 pm ET—Stern Auditorium, Carnegie Hall, New York, NY
Rescheduled concert: Hymns from Auschwitz, A Tribute to Viktor Ullman and Michel Assael Fees.

April 21, 2022, 2:00 pm ET—Museum of Jewish Heritage, New York, NY
German Patriots: Jewish Germans During WWI

April 24, 2022, 10:00 pm PT—Jewish Culture & Holocaust Remembrance Group, Carlsbad, CA
The Necessity For Holocaust Education is Now with Jan Landau

April 24, 2022, 2:00 pm ET—Sousa Mendes Foundation, Greenlawn, NY
Albert Einstein – Still a Revolutionary! Suggested donation.

April 24, 2022, 2:00 pm ET—Museum of Jewish Heritage, New York, NY
Yom HaShoah virtual Annual Gathering of Remembrance

April 24, 2022, 7:00 pm ET—Emanuel Synagogue, 160 Mohegan Dr. W, Hartford, CT
Yom Hashoah Commemoration: A Conversation Between Generations. Reading of the names of the community’s family who perished begins at 6:00 pm.

April 25 – May 1, 2022—Baltimore Jewish Film Festival, Baltimore, MD
The Spy Behind Home Plate about the enigmatic Morris “Moe” Berg whose career included major league baseball and spying for the Office of Strategic Services during WWII.

April 26, 2022, 12:00 noon ET—Boston-Haifa Best Café, Boston, MA
Virtual Tribute to Yom Hashoah: Child Terezin survivor Michael Gruenbaum, author of Somewhere There Is Still A Sun, will share his family story his wife’s book Nesarim: Child Survivors of Terezin.

April 26, 2022, 12:00 noon MT—Center for Bioethics & Humanities, University of Colorado, Anschutz Medical Campus, Aurora, CO
Legacies of the Holocaust and Health Equity Today by Dr. Aletha Maybank, AMA Chief Health Equity Officer. See also www.coloradobioethics.org.

April 26, 2022, 1:00 pm ET/6:00 UK—Kingston University, London, UK
Talk: Dr. Radu Cinpoes, Associate Professor in Politics, Human Rights, and International Relations at Kingston University, will welcome Bernice Lerner, author of To Meet in Hell: Bergen-Belsen, the British Officer Who Liberated It, and the Jewish Girl He Saved.
April 26, 2022, 2:00 pm ET—Museum of Jewish Heritage, New York, NY
**Defiance in Connecticut: "When Southbury Said No".** Discussion accompanied by a virtual screening of the documentary *Home of the Brave: When Southbury Said No to the Nazis.*

April 26, 2022, 2:00 pm ET—Leo Baeck Institute, New York, NY
*Transnationality and the Place of German Culture in Theresienstadt* with Dr. Anna Hájková, Associate Professor of Modern European Continental History, University of Warwick, and author of *The Last Ghetto: An Everyday History of Theresienstadt*

April 26, 2022, 5:30 pm ET—Holocaust Memorial Resource and Education Center, 851 North Maitland Ave, Maitland, FL
In person *Yom Hashoah* program with author and daughter of survivors Anna Salton Eisen who will discuss the legacy of the Holocaust.

April 26, 2022, 6:30 pm CT—Temple Sholom Chicago, 3480 N. Lake Shore Dr., Chicago, IL
**We Are Here: Songs of the Holocaust – A Community-Wide Yom Hashoah Commemoration.**

April 26, 2022, 7:00 pm ET—Marlene Meyerson JCC, New York, NY
(Virtual) **Women, Theater, and the Holocaust—Three Plays that Remember the Women**
Moving dramatic readings about women and the Holocaust: *The Bird of the Ghetto* by Holocaust survivor Chava Rosenfarb; *Oh, I Remember the Black Birch* by Dr. Velina Hasu Houston; and Playwright Cynthia L. Cooper’s *I Was a Stranger Too,* about a child of Holocaust survivors and the problems of refugees today.

April 26, 2022, 7:00 pm PT—Fish Interfaith Center, Chapman University, Orange, CA
**An Evening of Holocaust Remembrance** with David M. Crowe, Ph.D., Presidential Fellow, Chapman University, *The Jewish World of Raphael Lemkin and the Question of Genocide*; and reflections by Rev. Dr. Gail Stearns, Dean of the Wallace All Faiths Chapel, Chapman University, & Rabbi Corie Yutkin, Director of Jewish Life and Chaplain, Chapman University.

April 27, 2022, 12:00 noon CT—Illinois Holocaust Museum & Education Center, Skokie, IL
Virtual Lunch & Learn: **Stories of Survival: In Conversation with Jim Lommasson and Ralph Rehbock.**

April 27, 2022, 4:00 pm ET—Drew University, Madison, NJ
Commemoration of Yom HaShoah: **From Kristallnacht to the Shanghai Ghetto** with Dr. Peter Engler.

April 27, 2022, 6:00 pm PT—Jewish Family & Children’s Services Holocaust Center, San Francisco, CA
**Everyone Has A Story: Yom Hashoah Virtual Commemoration.**
Reading of the names begins at 4:00.

April 27, 2022, 7:00 pm ET—Salem State University, Salem, MA
**Yom HaShoah Holocaust Remembrance Ceremony.**
April 27, 2022, 7:00 pm ET—Jewish National Fund – USA, New York, NY
**Reading Series** *All The Horrors of War: A Jewish Girl, a British Doctor, and the Liberation of Bergen-Belsen* with Bernice Lerner.

April 27, 2022, 7:00 pm ET—David Posnack JCC, 5850 S. Pine Island Rd, Davie, FL
**Stories from the Violins of Hope.** An original drama brings stories of surviving Holocaust violins to new generations. For more: 954-434-0499 ext. 106 or lshani@dpjcc.org.

April 27, 2022, 7:00 pm PT—Wosk Auditorium, Jewish Community Centre of Greater Vancouver, Vancouver, BC, Canada
**Yom Hashoah Commemoration,** in person and livestreamed, featuring survivor Amalia Boe-Fishman and second-generation speaker Marsha Lederman, author of *Kiss the Red Stairs.* For more: abbyherlin@vhec.org

April 27, 2022, 7:30 pm GMT—Bridgewater Hall Lowe Moseley St, Manchester M2 3WS, UK
**Yom Hashoah 2022: Notes on Sorrow & Survival:** music composed and performed during the Holocaust and the stories of those caught up in the horrors.

April 27, 2022, 8:00 pm ET—USC Shoah Foundation, Los Angeles, CA
Virtual conversation about HBO’s *The Survivor,* directed by Barry Levinson and starring Ben Foster as Harry Haft. For more: sficommunity@usc.edu

April 28, 2022, 10:00 am ET—Center for Holocaust, Human Rights & Genocide Education, Lincroft, NJ
**Yom Hashoah Commemoration** with featured speaker Eli Rosenbaum, the longest-serving prosecutor and investigator of Nazi criminals in world history.

April 28, 2022, 12:00 noon ET—Yom HaShoah: Everyone Has A Story: A Day of Commemoration.

April 28, 2022, 12:00 noon ET—Graduate Center, CUNY, New York, NY
**Fleeing a Home, Seeking a Home: Jewish Refugees in Modern Times.**

April 28, 2022, 5:00 pm ET—CANDLES Holocaust Museum, Terra Haute, IN
**My Family's escape from Berlin in 1939: Fleeing from their Home and Homeland**
April 28, 2022, 6:00 pm PT—West Charleston Library, 6301 W. Charleston, Blvd, Las Vegas, NV
*A Promise to Our Fathers – A film About Surviving the Holocaust* with Gene Greenberg

April 28, 2022, 6:30 pm ET—Gratz College, 7605 Old York Rd, Melrose Park, PA
An evening of Honor and Remembrance in Commemoration of Yom HaShoah

April 28, 2022, 7:00 pm ET—Fletcher Free Library, 235 College St, Burlington, VT
*Yom Hashoah Commemoration* with keynote speaker Henia Lewin.
For more information info@holocaustmemorial- vt.org

April 28, 2022, 7:00 pm ET—Wagner College Holocaust Center, Staten Island, NY
*"Ordinary People" as Heroes for Hiding Jews*: Leo Ullman as a hidden child and his rescuers in Nazi-occupied Holland.

April 28, 2022, 7:00 pm PT—Atlantis Casino Resort Spa, 3800 S. Virginia St, Reno, NV

April 28, 2022, 7:00 pm PT—Jewish Family & Children’s Services Holocaust Center, San Francisco, CA
*Susan Gilson Miller in conversation with David Biale: Years of Glory: Recovering the History of the Holocaust in North Africa*

April 28, 2022, 7:30 pm ET—Haberman Institute, Rockville, MD
*Transcending Dystopia: The Music of the Jewish Community in Post-Holocaust Germany* presented by Dr. Tina Fruhauf.

May 1, 2022, 1:00 pm ET—Jewish Community Relations Council, Washington, DC
*Virtual Community Yom Hashoah v’Hagvurah Commemoration* with survivors Josie Traum.

May 1, 2022, 6:00 pm ET—Holocaust Memorial Miami Beach, 1933-1945 Meridian Ave, Miami Beach, FL
*Community Commemoration* in Memory of the Six Million Jewish Men, Women and Children who perished in the Holocaust & Tribute to those who survived. For more: Lshukrie@gmjf.org

May 3, 2022, 12:00 noon CT—Illinois Holocaust Museum & Education Center, Skokie, IL
Virtual webinar: *Getting the Children Out: Forgotten Rescuers of the Kindertransport*.

May 3, 2022, 12:00 noon PT—Holocaust Center for Humanity, Seattle, WA
*Hitler’s Courts: The Misuse of Executive and Judicial Power* with Joshua Greene.
May 3, 2022, 7:00 pm ET—92nd Street Y, New York, NY
Book launch: Getting Through It: My Year of Cancer during Covid with author Helen Epstein and Dr. Ira Brenner. Discussion includes resilience as learned from their Holocaust survivor parents. Fees.

May 9, 2022, 5:00 pm ET—CANDLES Holocaust Museum, Terra Haute, IN
Wrestling with Memory

May 11, 2022, 3:30 pm ET—Holocaust Documentation & Education Center, Dania Beach, FL
Online Meet the Author series: Bernice Lerner’s All the Horrors of War which tells the story of her mother, an Auschwitz survivor.

May 11, 2022, 6:30 pm GMT—Wiener Holocaust Library, London, UK
We Fight Fascists: The 43 Group and their Forgotten Battle for Post-War Britain

May 12, 2022, 2:00 pm ET—Leo Baeck Institute, New York, NY
Writing the Story: Exploring family Holocaust Memoir. Helen Epstein and Ariana Neumann, both children of Holocaust survivors, who have written about their families during the Holocaust.

May 19, 2022, 6:30 pm GMT—Wiener Holocaust Library, London, UK
Hybrid event: The Future of Holocaust History

May 20 – July 1, 2022—Braswell Memorial Public Library, Rocky Mount, NC
Saint Peter Public Library, Saint Peter, MN
Bozeman Public Library, Bozeman, MT
Pendleton Public Library, Pendleton, OR

US Holocaust Memorial Museum traveling exhibition Americans and the Holocaust

May 25, 2022, 4:00 pm GMT—Wiener Holocaust Library, London, UK
Virtual Student Revision: Democracy and Nazism: The Racial State

May 25 & 26, 2022, 7:00 pm ET—Museum of Jewish Heritage, New York, NY
Music From Auschwitz, a series of two evening concerts, in person or livestream.

FYI... FOR YOUR INFORMATION

FYI... Online newsletters
Arolsen Archives
Hidden Child
Memoria
Memoria Nr 54
Sir Martin Gilbert Book Club
Yad Vashem March 7, 2022
Yad Vashem March 16, 2022
Yad Vashem March 23, 2022
Yad Vashem March 29, 2022
Yad Vashem Jerusalem Magazine Winter 2022

FYI... United States Holocaust Memorial Museum Statement About the Damage at Babyn Yar

FYI... The Red Cross has a free service which helps people research relatives and friends affected by the Holocaust, allowing clients to get proof of loved ones' forced labor, deportations, and internment in camps. Some clients have been reunited with relatives and friends lost during the war but still living today. To qualify for the service, we need a relative or friend who knew the person we are researching, and we need to still be unsure of the person's ultimate fate during the war. Contact your closest office of the Red Cross. Clients can also receive a two-page referral list of other organizations that do Holocaust-related research. For more information, contact Red Cross volunteer Bob Rich at bob.rich@redcross.org.

FYI... Many virtual programs on the Holocaust have been held during the COVID-19 virus shutdown. Here are some of them:

February 16, 2022: Holocaust Remembrance Around the World: United States
February 27, 2022: History, Archeology and Memory The 80th Anniversary of the Establishment of the Death Camps Belzec, Sobibor and Treblinka
March 2, 2022: Biomedical Ethics and the Individual Voice: A “Conversation” with Eva Kor
March 9, 2022: How the War in Ukraine is Shaped by Its Past
March 9, 2022: Confronting the Complexities of Holocaust Scholarship with Larry Langer
March 9, 2022: (UNLV) Forum on the Holocaust Legacy
March 14, 2022: “We’re All Jews Here”: The Roddie Edmonds Story
March 14, 2022: How to do Research at YIVO: A Practical Introduction
March 16, 2022: First Person with Holocaust Survivor Susan Warsinger
March 24, 2022: Holocaust Museums and Memorials Around the World: Landscape of Memory in Germany
March 28, 2022: Technology and New Media in Holocaust Education
March 29, 2022: Ukraine, The Refugee Crisis and Learning from History

Click here for past videos from the Arizona Jewish Historical Society
Click here for past videos of the Association of Jewish Refugees
Click here for past videos from Beit Terezin
Click here for past programs from the Center for Jewish History
Click here for past programs from Classrooms Without Borders
Click here for past webinars from Echoes and Reflections
Click here for past videos from the Ghetto Fighters’ House
Click here for past 3GNY WEDU Wednesday speaker presentations
Click here for past programs from the Holocaust Center for Humanity
Click here for past programs from the Holocaust and Genocide Research Partnership
Click here for past programs from the Holocaust Memorial Center, Farmington Hills, MI
Virtual Program Recordings | Holocaust Memorial Resource & Education Center of Florida (holocaustedu.org)
Click here for past programs from Holocaust Memorial & Tolerance Center of Nassau County
Click here for past programs from the Holocaust Museum Los Angeles
Click here for past programs from the Illinois Holocaust Museum
Click here for past programs from the Jewish Foundation for the Righteous
Click here for past programs from the Jewish Study Center
Click here for past programs from the Johannesburg Holocaust and Genocide Centre
Click here for past programs from the Kupferberg Holocaust Center
Click here for past programs from the Lappin Foundation
Click here for past programs from Liberation 75
Click here for past Martin-Springer Institute programs
Click here for past programs from the Museum of Jewish Heritage
Click here to view recordings of past programs from the Sara and Sam Schoffer Holocaust Resource Center at Stockton University. Additional videos may also be found here.
Click here for past Sousa Mendes Foundation programs
Click here for past programs from the Temple Emanu-El Streicker Center
Click here for past programs from The Olga Lengyel Institute (TOLI)
Click here for past Facebook programs hosted by the US Holocaust Memorial Museum
Click here for 2021 First Person programs hosted by the US Holocaust Memorial Museum
Click here for past programs from the USC Shoah Foundation Institute
Click here for past videos from the Wiener Library
Click here for past Ray Wolpow Institute Noémi Ban Memorial Collection programs
Click here to view recordings from Yad Vashem recent lectures you may have missed.
Additional lectures for further exploration are available here.
Click here for past programs from Yeshiva University
Click here for past programs from YIVO
FYI... For the latest on the Baltics

FYI... Articles, videos, podcasts, and slideshows in the news...Note: links were active when the newsletter was written but some links may now have been deactivated by the publisher. If a link doesn't work, you can look for the story using a search engine, e.g., Google, Yahoo, https://brave.com, or others.

Across Borders: International

Exclusive: Israeli helps rescue Ukrainian grandchildren of woman who saved her family during the Holocaust

Two Ukrainians whose family hid someone during the Holocaust say they've found refuge in Israel because the survivor's granddaughter took them in

Why Some Holocaust Survivors Mourn Ukraine While Others Support Putin

Renowned Investigator of Nazi Holocaust in Ukraine Announces Probe Into Russian War Crimes During Invasion

French Holocaust researcher, Babyn Yar memorial center to probe alleged Russian war crimes

Grassroots groups help rescue Holocaust survivors in Ukraine

Russian strike kills 96-year-old Holocaust survivor in Ukraine

Relatives weep over coffin of grandfather, 96, who died in Russian rocket attack on Kharkiv

In emotional appeal to US Jewish leaders, Zelensky calls Russian invasion ‘pure Nazism’

Zelenskyy evokes Holocaust as he appeals to Israel for aid

Ukraine’s Zelensky to world’s Jews: ‘Do not remain silent right now’

Is ‘never again’ now? The Ukraine war ignites a recurring debate

Again and again…

Zelensky cites Holocaust slogan in address to Germany: ‘Never again’ now ‘worthless’

War in Ukraine challenges Holocaust survivors – again

Physicians for Holocaust survivors provide medical care to Ukrainian refugees

Zelensky invokes Judaism to rally support for Ukrainian cause

Statement on Ukraine by scholars of genocide, Nazism and WWII

For many Jews watching Ukraine’s war, Volodymyr Zelensky is a ‘modern Maccabee’

Jewish Groups Worldwide Condemn Russia

Holocaust Survivors Flee Ukraine To Germany

Ukrainian officials tell Hebrew media Putin's war is like the Holocaust.

Holocaust survivor support group asks cable giant to drop ‘Russian propaganda’ from its lineup

Claims Conference distributes record $720 million to support aging Holocaust survivors

Kyiv was surrounded in 1941 as the Nazis closed in. The Russian army defended the city.
The 20th-Century History Behind Russia's Invasion of Ukraine

For a Polish Jew like me, the war on Ukraine is about our shared futures.

This Day in Market History: Hitler’s First Aggression

Holocaust survivor, 95, flees solo from his home near Babyn Yar, makes it to Poland

My history with my native Ukraine is complicated and often painful. But I pray for the safety of my friends and family.

Jewish identity grew in Eastern Europe after World War II and the Holocaust

865 entities have adopted IHRA anti-Semitism definition since 2016, reveals new report

European Rights Watchdog Passes Holocaust Education Measure After Russian Exit

9 Things You Didn’t Know About Purim

Why Arnold Schwarzenegger taped an impassioned video to Russia, telling Putin: ‘Stop this war.’

Famous figures whose family members survived the Holocaust

New ADL Report Urges Action Against ‘Fanatically Antisemitic’ Scandinavian Neo-Nazi Organization

Argentina

Vandals steal Anne Frank statue in Buenos Aires

Stolen Anne Frank statue recovered in Buenos Aires, will get rededication ceremony

Australia

Australian Jews Applaud NSW Parliament for Adopting IHRA Definition of Antisemitism

Austria

Remembering the Anschluss

Canada

For Trudeau, There Are Only Canadians Who Agree With Him—and Nazis

Canadian Neo-Nazi on Trial in Montreal for ‘Daily Stormer’ Incitement

University of Toronto Jewish faculty condemn colleagues’ attacks on Holocaust envoy

Chile

Chile’s Jewish Community Denounces Presence of Former UK Labour Leader Corbyn at New President’s Inauguration

China

China pushes Russia’s ‘denazification’ myth to rationalize Ukraine invasion
Democratic Republic of the Congo
A Haredi Holocaust Hero in the Congo

Denmark
Denmark announces anti-Semitism action plan that boosts Holocaust education

France
Anne Beaumanoir, French Resistance Member Who Aided Jews, Dies at 98
Neo-Nazis are exploiting Russia’s war in Ukraine for their own purposes
French LGBTQ groups accuse Jewish presidential candidate Éric Zemmour of denying Nazi crimes

Germany
Germany to give $720 million to Holocaust survivors globally
Revisiting the Story of the Man Who Successfully Scammed Hitler
Inge Deutschkron: Remembrance as a life's mission
Holocaust survivor Inge Deutschkron, who hid in Berlin during WWII, dies at 99
Auschwitz survivor Leon Schwarzbaum dies at 101 in Germany
Germany honors survivor of Nazi camps, 96, killed in Ukraine
Emmy Noether faced sexism and Nazism – 100 years later her contributions to ring theory still influence modern math
The Spanish flu indirectly helped the rise of Nazism
Hamburg seeks to reintroduce the original names of streets renamed during the Nazi era

Greece
Art mural pays homage to ‘Righteous Among Nations’ heroes in Greece

Indonesia
Holocaust Museum in Indonesia Highlights Internal Muslim Disputes

Israel
A wild child survives the Holocaust: The story of Avraham Perlmutter
Children of the Holocaust: The last remnant
Israeli helps rescue Ukrainian grandchildren of woman who saved her family during the Holocaust
Woman helps refugee family who saved her during Holocaust
For Israelis, the outpouring of aid to Ukraine is personal
Israel welcomes descendants of “Righteous Among the Nations”

Granddaughter of Righteous Among the Nations Rescued

Dozens of Ukrainian Jews land in Israel, ‘thankful for being saved’

Zelensky Urges Greater Support for Ukraine in Speech to Israel’s Knesset, Invoking Holocaust

Full text: Ukraine President Zelensky’s speech to Israeli lawmakers

In appeal to Israel, Zelensky invokes the ‘final solution’: ‘You cannot mediate between good and evil’

Zelensky Sparks Indignation in Israel With ‘Infuriating’ Holocaust Comparison

In Knesset address, Zelensky takes heat for Holocaust comparisons; Israelis protest for aid to Ukraine

‘Moral Duty’: Ukrainian Refugees With Family in Israel Allowed Entry Without Limit

Zelensky Seeking to Hold Pro-Ukraine Rally, Speech at Yad Vashem: Report

Ukraine said to ask Yad Vashem to host rally addressed by Zelensky

Bennett, German Chancellor Olaf Scholz visit Yad Vashem

Israel’s Holocaust Museum is so dependent on a Russian oligarch that it wants to protect him from sanctions

Israel's Holocaust museum asked the US not to sanction Russian oligarch Roman Abramovich because he's one of its biggest donors

Yad Vashem to break ties with Roman Abramovich over Putin connections

Yad Vashem suspends ties with Russian-Israeli oligarch Roman Abramovich

Yad Vashem 'Suspends Partnership' With Russian-Israeli Oligarch Abramovich After U.K. Sanctions

Holocaust memorial suspends ties with Chelsea’s Abramovich

IDF to end Holocaust delegations to Poland, chooses Lithuania instead

Holocaust Informs Coming of Age Tale ‘A Room of His Own’

When Nazi Swastikas Were Paraded in Downtown Tel Aviv

Italy

Street art showing Anne Frank burning Z-symbol appears in Milan

Netherlands

She Discovered What Happened to 400 Dutch Jews Who Disappeared

Prized painting sold to Amsterdam museum during WWII returned to Jewish heirs

Anne Frank betrayal book pulled after findings discredited

Dutch publisher of ‘The Betrayal of Anne Frank’ halts publication

Dutch Publisher Pulls Anne Frank Betrayal Book Amid Criticism
Publisher pulls Anne Frank book after criticism from historians, academics

Dutch Publisher Withdraws Widely-Panned Book on Anne Frank After Historians Dismiss ‘Amateurish’ Research Claiming Jewish Official Betrayed Her Family

Poland

Picture Exclusive: New vision of hell: colourized images of Warsaw Ghetto
Former largest yeshivah in world becomes refugee camp in Poland for Ukrainian Jews
In Warsaw, I Encountered A Relative I Never Knew Existed
‘I’d Like to Say Sorry, but There’s No One to Say Sorry To’
For Holocaust educators in Poland, the war in Ukraine is more than just a teachable moment

Russia

Holocaust and Nazis: Why Putin uses WWII as excuse for Ukraine invasion
Russian bombs damage Kyiv’s Babi Yar Holocaust memorial site
Kyiv hit with rockets near TV tower and Holocaust memorial hours after Russia threatened 'high-precision' strikes
Pro-War Russians Raise Arms To Salute in Video: 'Remind You of Anything?'
Putin’s ‘De-Nazification’ Claim Began With Marx and Stalin
Putin’s Maestro, and the Limits of Cultural Exchange in Wartime
Vladimir Putin's Rewriting of History Draws on a Long Tradition of Soviet Myth-Making
Why Putin uses WWII, the Holocaust and Nazis to justify his war on Ukraine

Slovakia

Negotiating between heroism and collaboration, a Kindergarten teacher sought to save lives in the Holocaust

South Africa

Nelson Mandela’s Grandson Blames Russian Invasion on ‘Ukraine Neo-Nazis’ and ‘Apartheid Israel Dogs of War’

Syria

Syrian Dictator Assad Calls Zelensky a ‘Zionist Jew’ Who ‘Supports the Nazis’

UK

How Edward VIII Informed for the Nazis and Urged the ‘Severe’ Bombing of Britain
Frieda Salvendy - the Outdoor Museum
As the bombs rain down, I remember my family’s history – and know we must do more to save Ukraine | Jonathan Freedland
A Jewish girl was saved by a Ukrainian family during World War II. Now her grandchildren are returning the favor.

**Ukrainian Family Who Hid Girl During Holocaust Now Helped by Her Grandchild**

Two Ukrainians whose family hid someone during the Holocaust say they've found refuge in Israel because the survivor's granddaughter took them in.

**Daughter of Holocaust survivors forms unlikely friendship with grandson of Nazi SS war criminal who organized slave labour in concentration camps as pair tour UK to remind people of the dangers of racial hatred**

**We Do Not Forget The Shoah And That's How We Will Defeat Putin**

'There Are Echoes Of The Past In Ukraine,' Says Robert Rinder

**Vera Gissing, Who Was Rescued by ‘Britain’s Schindler,’ Dies at 93**

**Vera Gissing, rescued from Holocaust by Nicholas Winton, dies at 93**

**Pretending The Kindertransport Was A Part Of A 'Noble Tradition' Is Ignorant Of History**

**Holocaust survivors' portraits go on display at Holyroodhouse**

**Keira Knightley to voice German-Jewish painter Charlotte Salomon, who died in Auschwitz, for animated film**

**Ukraine**

**Expressing Unease With Holocaust Comparisons, Ukraine Jewish Leaders Denounce Russian Claims of ‘Denazification’**

'We are that united family': Russia's war uproots Ukrainian Jews amid false Nazi claims

**Babyn Yar announces creation of Russian war crimes investigation unit**

**A stunning documentary recalls the many times Babyn Yar was forgotten**

**A film explains Babyn Yar - and why we must remember it**

**Babyn Yar was his backyard. Now this 95-year-old Holocaust survivor has escaped Ukraine after a harrowing ordeal.**

**Russians attack Babyn Yar Holocaust massacre site in Kyiv**

**Russian forces bombed the site of a Holocaust memorial, Ukrainian officials allege**

**Russian bombs appear to hit site of Babyn Yar Nazi massacre near Kyiv**

**Holocaust Memorial and TV Tower Attacked in Putin’s Sham ‘Anti-Nazi’ War**

**Russian Strike on Kyiv TV Tower Kills Five, Hits Babi Yar Holocaust Memorial Site**

**Russia strikes Babyn Yar Holocaust memorial site in Ukraine**

**Photos: Babi Yar Holocaust Memorial in Kyiv, Ukraine**

**Ukraine's president says Russian missile hit site of Babyn Yar**

**Foreign minister condemns Russian attack on Babi Yar**

**Architect of Babyn Yar memorial speaks out on bombing**
Babyn Yar wasn’t bombed. But Ukraine’s Zelensky finds a useful tool to rally Jews to his cause.

Russian missile strikes near Holocaust memorial despite claim it's 'de-Nazifying' Ukraine

Babyn Yar’s Uncertain Future Amid Russian Offensive

Babyn Yar: Re-Burying the Holocaust With Bullets

What Happened at Babi Yar, the Ukrainian Holocaust Site Reportedly Struck by a Russian Missile?

Babyn Yar, Putin’s war in Ukraine, and the paintings my grandfather never got to see exhibited

Russia bombs Drobitsky Yar Holocaust memorial in Ukraine

Ukraine says Holocaust memorial smashed in Russian strike near Kharkiv

Russian military damages Holocaust memorial near city of Kharkiv

Refugees Shelter in the Lviv Ghetto

For the Jews, history repeats itself in Ukraine

Painful Memories in Ukraine, Past and Present

Zelensky offers new details about his family’s Holocaust history, igniting debate over Ukrainian Holocaust memory

What Zelensky gets wrong about the Holocaust in Ukraine

Ukrainian Jewish leaders talk of history old and new: Babyn Yar memorial, evacuating refugees

With war raging, this CNN Hero is racing aid to Ukraine's Holocaust survivors

Meet the organization helping Ukraine’s forgotten Holocaust survivors

Ukraine Latest News Live: Nazi Concentration Camp Survivor Shot Dead in Ukraine

Concentration camp survivor reportedly killed in Ukraine

Survivor of four Nazi concentration camps is killed in Ukraine, foundation says

Ukraine war: Holocaust survivor killed by Russian shelling in Kharkiv

Workers recover charred remains of Holocaust survivor killed in Kharkiv

Ukrainian Holocaust survivor, 96, killed in his home by Russian shelling

Opinion: Hitler could not defeat our friend Boris. Now Vladimir Putin has killed him

Watch: Zelensky Remembers Holocaust Survivor Killed in Ukraine

Zelensky highlights death of concentration camp survivor in Russian strike

The War With Russia Is Reviving Past Traumas for Ukraine’s Vulnerable Holocaust Survivors

‘A Frightening Repeat’: Ukrainian World War II Survivors Face Conflict Again

US Secretary of State Highlights Plight of Nearly 10,000 Holocaust Survivors in Ukraine

100-year-old Holocaust survivor finds parallels in Russia’s Ukraine invasion

Jewish community in Ukraine reacts to Putin’s Nazi rhetoric

Jews and non-Jews share a bloody history in Ukraine. But there are reasons for hope.
Jewish Ukrainians gear up for fierce Russia fight, alongside the ‘neo-Nazis’ they say Putin is lying about

Oligarchs and Bedfellows

Video said to show Holocaust survivors in Ukrainian bunker goes viral

Shoah Survivors Whose Family Died At Babyn Yar Give 'B' - Putin Furious Message

‘Get Out of Ukraine, You B*stard’: Holocaust Survivors in Kyiv Send Defiant Message to Putin

‘Another Jewish Community Ceases to Exist’: Ukrainian Chief Rabbi Condemns Russian Advance, Attacks on Civilians

Ukraine and the Jews

Ukraine revisited

Echoes From Odessa, the Onetime Jewish Metropolis Now Menaced by Putin

‘We Know What Real Nazism Is’: Jews in Beleaguered Ukrainian City of Odessa Denounce Putin’s ‘Massacre’

Two Ukrainians whose family hid someone during the Holocaust say they've found refuge in Israel because the survivor's granddaughter took them in

This NGO is making sure Kyiv’s Righteous Among The Nations don’t go hungry

Echoes of the Holodomor

Ukraine’s Jewish history is filled with trauma. But while the past is prologue, it’s not destiny. German WWII ghosts loom large in Ukraine crisis

As Russian Attack Intensifies, Ukrainian President Zelensky Issues Plea to Jews Around the World: ‘Cry Out Against the Killing’

Tears as Jewish Children Evacuated From Odessa

Ukraine’s Jewish Problem

18 things to know about Volodymyr Zelensky, showman, ‘Paddington’ voice and Jewish defender of Ukrainian democracy

For many Jews watching Ukraine’s war, Volodymyr Zelensky is a ‘modern Maccabee’

Jews and non-Jews share a bloody history in Ukraine. But there are reasons for hope.

Ukraine urges Israel for help, war ravages Mariupol

Video: Zelensky says 'the end of the world has arrived'

Opinion: Volodymyr Zelenskyy, Ukraine’s Revolutionary Jewish Hero

The Man Who Tried to Redefine Ukrainian Jewish History

USA

U.S. Holocaust Survivor Count Dips To 50,000

Ukraine invasion retraumatizes US Holocaust survivors
Madeleine Albright, first woman to serve as secretary of state, dies at 84
Madeleine Albright didn’t know she was Jewish until The Post told her.
Madeleine Albright, first woman secretary of state and a refugee who discovered her Jewish roots late in life, dies at 84
The advice I gave Madeleine Albright when she found out she was Jewish
How Madeleine Albright fled Nazis and became the first female Secretary of State
Survivors of Mengele’s twin experiments
Antony Blinken often cites his family’s Holocaust history. The Russia-Ukraine war has him stuck between the personal and the political
Holocaust Survivor Couldn't Talk About It For 50 Years. Biden Listened For 90 Minutes In Oval Office.
John Billings, who flew Allied spies behind Nazi lines, dies at 98
John Billings, Army AF pilot who dropped Fred Mayer and team behind enemy lines, dies at 97
Monuments Men group bets on playing cards to find lost art
Ohio lawmaker draws backlash after suggesting schools should teach the Holocaust ‘from the perspective of a German soldier’
GOP Legislator in Arizona Senate Slammed for ‘Antisemitic’ Attack on Ukrainian President Zelensky at White Supremacist Gathering
Arizona Republican Posted Anti-Semitic Photoshop Before Speaking at White Nationalist Event
Arizona Republican who backs white nationalism is censured
Mitch McConnell condemns antisemitism after Republicans Greene, Gosar and Rogers speak at white nationalist’s conference
How white supremacy fuels the Republican love affair with Vladimir Putin
Artwork falsely shared as ‘genuine Time magazine cover’ likening Russia’s Putin to Hitler
Kentucky Republican’s anti-abortion speech links Jewish scientists to Nazi killing methods
Kentucky governor: No place for antisemitism in Kentucky
Kentucky lawmaker apologizes for ‘bizarre anti-Semitic rant’ about Jewish women, Holocaust
Who is Nick Fuentes? A young white nationalist who hopes to pull the GOP all the way to Hitler
Kansas City-area historian condemns Russia's comparison of Ukraine to Nazi Germany
Warren Buffett's business partner rang the alarm after Russia's last Ukraine invasion — comparing it to Hitler's Nazis rampaging across Europe in World War II
‘There’s a Holocaust going on,’ Chuck Schumer says in urging assistance for Ukraine
MSNBC Deletes Michael McFaul’s Comment That Hitler Didn’t Kill ‘Ethnic Germans’
MSNBC Guest Michael McFaul Apologizes for 'Mistaken' Comparison of Putin to Hitler on 'The Rachel Maddow Show'
Omnibus spending bill includes millions to protect synagogues, Iron Dome, Holocaust survivors
Record Claims Conference payout to help Bay Area Holocaust survivors
Survivor who married her pre-war flame 50 years after Auschwitz turns 100 in NY
Ophthalmologist John H. Merey shares his Holocaust survival story
These siblings fled the Holocaust for the U.S. almost 80 years ago. The war in Ukraine hits home.
‘It Was Like He Was My Brother’: Holocaust Survivors, Once Imprisoned Together, Reunited 80 Years Later
They were prisoners in the Holocaust together. They just reunited.
Why this Holocaust survivor wears the same hand-knit sweater every Passover
A Holocaust survivor’s motivation for recording memories
Speaking with Holocaust survivors who’ve died
He survived a Nazi work camp to shape the world of modern film
Lessons from the Holocaust and Ukraine
My Jewish family left an unwelcoming Ukraine, then Putin’s war made me rethink my identity
“It shook me to the core”: Jewish community leader from New Jersey helps Ukrainian refugees in Poland
New Jersey Exhibit Examines Lives of Holocaust Survivors After World War II, UN Response
How an Astonishing Holocaust Diary Resurfaced in America
New York State’s stalled Holocaust education bill is given new boost
The political benefit of book bans
This Jewish political cartoonist’s work from the ’30s through the ’60s is more relevant than ever
How the Forward covered Babyn Yar, from WWII to today
HDEC: This Week South Florida
HDEC: WSVN7
Holocaust Awareness Week Features Talk By Holocaust Survivor
Hollywood Minute: Holocaust survivor tells her story
Grandchildren of German Jewish Businessman Sue Leading Houston Art Museum Over Nazi-Looted Painting
The Family Behind This Trendy Ice Cream Company Escaped the Nazis
Why I'm Telling My Mother's Holocaust Story
Orlando author reflects on the parallels between the war in Ukraine and WWII
Uncovering the History of My Great-Great-Aunt’s Nazi Resistance
If my parents were alive
Recreating a Family’s Lost Holocaust History, Step by Step
Reclaiming identity after unspeakable atrocity

Loyalty, Luck and A Rabbit Skin – A Holocaust Story

Our collective Holocaust memory, preserved yet fragile

Ukraine and Jewish Ties That Bind

This is our Jewish superhero

Ukraine’s President Praises Mila Kunis and Ashton Kutcher After Raising #35 Million

President Zelenskyy Thanks Jewish Mom Mila Kunis for Ukraine Fundraising Efforts

Volodymyr Zelenskyy Thanks Mila Kunis and Ashton Kutcher for Their 'Determination' in Ukraine Support

I went to Ukraine to find my roots. The KGB found me first.

True Crime Trashes the Holocaust

Georgia House of Representatives votes to adopt IHRA definition of anti-Semitism

Biggest group of Christian broadcasters adopts IHRA definition of anti-Semitism

The art of Holocaust survivor Maria Frank Abrams featured at Cascadia Art Museum starting March 3 - My Edmonds News

The State of Holocaust Education in America

Impact of teaching the Holocaust and genocide studies in the classroom

The Deutsche Reichsbahn—And the Final Solution

Part XXII: The Riegner Telegram- How it Evolved

Part XXIII: Acknowledging the Truth About the Final Solution

Part XXIV December 8, 1942 Meeting With Roosevelt March 27, 2022

Stop Teaching Kids to Hate Jews

Chicago 8th grader says she was made to draw pro-Nazi poster

‘They Love Jews, Especially Dead Jews’

Holocaust Survivors Team Up With Songwriters to Turn Their Stories Into Music in PBS Special

This German Jewish Composer's Oscar Moment Was Just Plain Adorable

Why Am I So Obsessed With Holocaust Movies?

‘Vienna Blood’ Deftly Portrays Jewish Life Before the Holocaust

HBO Reveals Trailer for Film Based on True Story of Holocaust Survivor, Boxer Harry Haft

Rachel Bloom Stars as Daughter of Holocaust Survivor in Upcoming Movie

Before the Riddler, Batman's Archenemy Was Hitler

‘The Boy In The Striped Pajamas,’ decried for its Holocaust inaccuracies, is getting a sequel

New ADL Report Highlights Alarming Spread of White Supremacist Propaganda Around US

Distribution of White supremacist propaganda reached the second-highest level in 2021, ADL says
South Florida fraternity suspended for swastika incident amid national wave of campus anti-Semitism

Staind Frontman Blames George Soros for Russia-Ukraine War, Peddles False Conspiracy Theories in On-Stage Rant

Neo-Nazi Group Spotted at Boston St. Patrick’s Day Parade in ‘Disturbing Display’

MSNBC opinion article ridiculed for warning about ‘fascist fitness’

Neo-Nazi MMA fight clubs are spreading hate across the U.S.

-----------------------------

PLEASE NOTE: Notices are provided for information purposes only. *Generations of the Shoah International* and its Coordinating Council members, agents and representatives make no representations, guarantees or warranties about the services offered, and any person considering whether or not to use those services relies entirely on his or her own investigation and evaluation of the services offered and assumes all risk and responsibility regarding the use of or failure to use those services.

We are happy to include news on events / projects in your local communities. If you want to tell us what you are doing, just send us an email at genshoah@gmail.com and we will print it in a future newsletter. We encourage you to share this newsletter with Holocaust survivors, their descendants and friends, and other interested people. To join GSI and receive future newsletters, to volunteer for / suggest a committee, to recommend a resource person or to submit a book recommendation or program information, contact us at genshoah@gmail.com or visit our website at www.genshoah.org.
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